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1. Two years ago, lobruary 1949, a study vas I-cc= at Imadquartera of the
interweetion of Johann skaTzza, former :ead of	 ianna,	 IV2, as
contained in	 The perp000s of the study were to bos a) utilisation at
the information coodelead in the Interro4aLion on -oviot. oporationel tochninues in
connection with our current operations, L) possibility of obtaining :;ANITZLZos
release from the Austrians in Order that he oould be interrogstad in more detail
on certain points which are not explained in LSX-33, c) possibility that ZIANITZZL'e
experience in working against the SOVIET IS mi;-ht bo evloited. During the examina-
tion of L1.T.43 certain captured German documants came to light rtioh had raver been
read in connection with soar..-&:.. The documents provad to be tranalations . fron the
Gamin of the preliminary :leant Cestapo interrogation or agoutis apprehended by
Snarail l s men. Thereroly it was contanplated forwarding resume; of the docummeto
as Appendices V3 our study of LSI.33.

2. A.th work pressure in !:■)....” ' 4A14,2 niAwl,tiy increasing, the :444/ITZLK study
vae r ahelved in June 1949, rbmni	 \uerned us that the Soviets had
abducted 5ANIT7SU from the Ausil-ian prizon aim tnal nothing itirthor Imp knew of
his fate. Subewroent/y we learned through the newspaper articles forwarded by you
with KAVA-6342, MAVA-4717, that SIJIIIZEit was reportonly holding a post in the Sae%
dorman Police. Now, as you are aware, tho ,:erumn :::tation is interested in him and
has requested inforwation.
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CCA3. eoth the Ltation and headquarters aro to Liame for not having exploited
the akNIT:= lead or taking adventaje or the man i s oriel-lance and knowledgwof the	 giCtUe
novint IS. 'e now have to Ince tho foot that 	 alloiiUtba 1 )15 °Moor nost caper-
ienood in running counter-copionae and do.;:14o-coant oAtrations aaaiust the 7evieta
to slip out of our hands with only a cursory intarrogation, and nay have to cope
with tho problon of countering operations which 	 nay mount and run under	 eaLov•v;y:,.:,1
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f.oviet diractice against on. It in Toll to ronaker that .!:ANITZ�. also appremuslod
A:aeriema (XPOUT Manion of OSS), fulLish and .rench agents. lk is mall aware that
'.J.5DIN and ..',L17.=212/d1 varo	 voute, as pointed out in .r:rah 3 of WS-Z...1464. Elpgx.

therefore beliovo that the f:KNIT7Z. materiala and the information contained iu
the cepturod Gore= documents retain their irvortanco and have to he followed up in L4

datai/ not only to protect oursolvca 4;ainot poesible future
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operation:), Lilt as general back:round information on Joviet techniques, Lathed::
etc. in Austria. Tour improved rapport Idth 6.L.Als::UCER should be soot helpful
in the process.

4. SANITZZR stated in 121-33 that he had built u? a comprehensive file on
Austrian Commun ists, "Schntzbundkinder", etc. The fibo contained information on
the relatives and families of the latbir. Through a careful surveillance of the
families, SANITZER identified and apprehended many oZ the agents. Hildegard 11AZ
is an example LSI-33 contains no information as to the late of theme files.
They should have been - and may yet become - the "Bible" for our counter-intelli-
gence and -espionage operations against the Soviets in Austria. The first target
in our tardy exploitation of 1.5I-33, therefore, is to doteraine the existence and
location of SANIMER o s alas.

S. The Austrians had SANITZEIR in custody from 1945 until 1949 at d.ch time
the Soviets abducted him. The Austrians, specifica1lIZ.NG..zdAW1, coast be aware
of the preliminary interrogation conducted by the Americans. 7d.th SANITZEK working
for the Soviets, all objections to a discussion of the matter with IiitSiliGnOCER/1
have been eliminated. Ho should be thoroughly questioned regarding SANITZEOs
files and Austrian interrogation of !iANITZEH durin.; the 11&-9 period. SANITZLn's
knowledge of Soviet operations in Austria during the last war is as valuable to
taa2iGROCER/1 as it is to us and he should be milling to cooperate with us in ex-
ploiting it, if be has not already done so for his own purposes.

6. This point is supported by a no dated 21: May 1949 fro
forwarded to headquarters in a batch of :.;K'sEN:a/CEV1 raw re?or
of 1 December 1950, which contains the following paragraph:

Greengrocer/1 thinks that the Soviet 1.5. will employ
in an intelligence capacity if a shooting -ear starts between the Last
and the .est. SJITZ specialised in DA operations against the Soviets
during the war. He was highly regard_d by him superiors in the Sestapo
for his success in controlling endplaying back Soviet o:2;ente :Do operated
with IT sets In Austria. EANITZER was abducted fro= the prison at Stein
during February (1949) by the Soviets."

7. There is no indication that the matter was pursued by the Station rith
0a1"c/i. In our opinion : .7..liu:".0C141 intanded to give you an indication

of SAHITZEL l s importance for counter-espionage operations when he passed along that
item. He also did not mention aNITZa, apnarently, until the Soviets had abducted
him. m thereforeMieve that some Austrian exploitation of S,',IITTLL: had taken
place.

8. 0ne of the first items to clear up rith :J.:...i.-NL,.;;EH/1 if your relations
with him are sufficiently advanced, is the extent of British interest, past and
present, in the whole ease. SANITalt stated that Um of the Soviet teams appre-
hended by him, K3EfiLF4/LORETZKI and HUTTALI/UTTLLR, had been trained in England
and dropped from RAY planes. (Appendix E attached hereto describes this period
of Ili TTAMOLTTLER's training in more detail.) ZETTLE1 stated that the British
wauld not allow his to establish radio contact with :ioscow unlees he gave them his
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cipher. He claims that he did not do this. Bovever, whether he did or didn't,
there are two definite possibilities AU muet consider: a) the fritish brought
the Soviet teams under control during the staging period in England; b) the
Britiah ismediately checked into the agents' activities etc. upon occupation of
Austria. L5X-33 also states that Hajar FAITHFUL of the BIS interrogated UNIT=
on MAC CRANFORD, the British agent apprehended by 6AKITZER. (There is no indication
that envone rpm), the SCI Unit A of (ES was present during the interrogation.)

tated that the British requested information from you some time
ago and sisett.ne' were provided with excerpts from LSX-33 an MAC CRANFORD. The
above leads us to the conclusion that the British have been interested in LIANITZLM
and probably Investigated leads obtained from his operations. It is hoped that
OREarROCER/1 will be willing to provide you with detailed information on any
action or interest= the part of the Dritish.

9. The next step to be taken is to ascertain the whereabouts and activities
of SANITUH's former staff of Section IV 2b (Funkabwshr) of Stapo 5telle Vienne
as of Larch 1945. The personnel of that Section lore the individuals concerned
with CANITZEI- I s double operations. lollowing is the list lelown to us, you mmy
have more complete information:

a. idlicer in Charge: , Wrinalrat Johann 41a17.2

b. Search-Group:

- 1) Krisrbudsekretaor Anton Iii:OEDL/: horn about 1905, 17d cm. tall;
slender; rigid posture; brown
heir; light bromn eine; sharp
nose; merited features; clean-
shave.

/ 2) KrisinaLsekretaar Josef TIMM

3) Xriminaloberessis tent Johann

4) itriminalengestellter hams

C. Interrogation Group:

/1) Kriminalsekreteer 7ilhelm;ZILZ

v 2) Kriminalsekreteer Johann ii:IDDL

a 3) Xriminalse)aetaer Johann GUTTNER

d. nankspiel Gruppe: (Kadin ?lay-Back Group):

1) Eadic operators:

/a) Kriminalobareekreteer Karl HAAS

PolizeiseRretaer vU7,11.11K%, tau
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e) lievierhauptarachmeistar Karl KROULV

,d) Lrviarhsmptaamereiater STOCKINGEM, eau.

2) CriPt01101pii POrgOnnal

%owl UNGER
A)) Iriminalsakretser Dia=
„,a) briminalsakretaar Min=
At) Lriagedienstmapfliahterar Boris =UMW (Russian

Interpreter)
3) Samisen Persomeals

1.4 POENTIDIR, tan, (driver)
-	 LISCHIER, waft= SS (guard)

./-c) POSCL, fan, Waffen SS (uard)
,■-d) PFSINER, Frauslaka, SA/1=V a housekeeper and mistress

of UNIMAIIEN, Soviet aged.
liampteann Has JAMB:	 Cocsoanding Officer, ora Puukoabermahnogs-

stalls Sued-Oat, located at llama rxr,
Ihrdngstreass; evert on Allied :aiphor.
system. Born about MS. 278	 baightIV
athletic build; dark bland hair, brushed
busk vide face; imademma.
'Prawn Various British reports =Mau

Obarlandarart,. later Hauptman, Bums
BLUR, mho in 19145 was a radio evert
attached to BSBIL/VI in /thane Greece. Bs
WM Wry 80000Bard in the interception of
British radio agent traffic in Greece.

t. Polimaihaepteann MITE: Commanding office4 Polies' Yeakmessiells
Vienna. Naroldsmoricaseras; avert at =Lad
radio techniques. Born ca. 1910, 275 di.
tall; slender, narromface; dark blond hair,
brushrd back] protruding, large ears; large
mole on lett Magpie.

/IC. BOUM, taus	 kmommistenzefarent of the Step* Stalk.
Vienna; later bead of Stapo Stalls Itlagli-
furtv,
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According to Lt. Jack TAILOR of the OSS
Dohlrr Maslen he was a Peldsebol, veer-
ing civilian clothes, ebo "handled double
agent VT tra..7fic" at Gestapo HQ, Aorsin-
plats Vienna. Viennese former conetrue-
time: Lapeer; was with German Arley in
Perin until liberation; parried French
woman,

i. Dr. MEIER: Head of Oerichtszedizininsches Institut
at University of Vienna. Collaborated
with SARIZTER in scientific exeeination
of captured enapy'equisemet.

10. In addition to the above names contained in 15.I-33 which are of interest
to us you will note thatinr Mapolean =cum of Prins Eugenstr. 2, Viaana IT, in
a:anti:nod as the individual ;hose name was given the Soviet agents by their ease
officers as a :mete legal contact. Bicaar is obviously identical with the
indketaml of the some name rho has appeared in the POND XX case: POND XI and
ESTMBILLY contacted BICHARI in an attempt to gain the release of L3L-4.11AZI e e child
from Soviet custody; OE MARTI was also in contact with LSCHILRf concerning the
release of Hans von MAUTHMER from the Soviets.

U. Appendix H, pars. 1 of 151-33 mentiensome DOSRETZBEhOER, former amber
of the ssohntsbendF, husband of a Red Arm

:A	
y Uajor, and residing in Floridsdort,

Vienna, during the laver. It does not seem IL:Bible that this DOBRETZHEROER
is identical with Professor Josef DOBRETSBEHGER knomn to you. Hoverer, the matter
should be Mho:eked.

12. 15X43 is sadly lacking in technical information on the actual operational
methods of the Soviets. Some of thin is supplemented by the captured documents, in
which the recruitment, training and dispatch of the individual agents is fairly wail
covered. However, since the documents are only the preliminary intarrogations of
the individual agents, they do not provide us with details on the actual play-beak
operations nor an the agents themselves:. As you will note there are no physical
descriptions. More ieportant, there is no indication of the ultimate fats of the
agents. For-esanple the agent =BHA= of "Fenkepiel WEISS* is quoted as saying
that as soon as he was through with his mission in Austria he was to return and
undertake a mission for the Soviets against the Anericans. That brief bit of Intel-
ligence is not elaborated. The only possible lead which could be used in tracking
down UMHEBACEM vonld be Framed:dot PFEIFFER, cook and housekeeper for Section IV2b,
vho was also UMMEHAUEN's mistress, The last statevent on UNBEHAUEN in LSX43 reported
the two still together,

13. The captured docueente make it Appear that the teams of SVOHOMA/dINSTL
and H1RAOWHATUSCHEI sere dispatched by the Soviet military intelligence or ORU.
Hildegard RIESS definitely stated that she VW recruited by the NKVD. KERACHA/SOHCF.X/
MRAZ apparently were recruited and trained by the 'Comintern". SARITIER commented,
pages 7 and 8 of 1S1-33 that the Comintern Learn was badly equipped as compared to

S
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the NOD teams. Another interesting piece of operational information in the doom-
manta is the list of nears of Austriana working in Russia. e suggest that the
list provided by Hildegard BRAZ in Appendix D of Austrian students in the Soviet
radio school be carefully checked.

14. The report of Lt. jack TAII,Oa of the CASS DUPONT nission adds something
to the SANTTZER interrogation and the captured documents. :Then TAYLOR was ill in
the Villa there SANITZER housed his agents engaged in radio play-backs, Aloisia
or Louise SOU= nursed him. SOU= gave TAILOR her sister's name and address,
unfortunately not i ninl ivini in 7A71.1PI S report, and also told TAYLOR that SADITZER
had asked her to work with him 'underground after the new government was forced".
She quoted SWITZER an saying "Communism is the practical Application of the
Nationnl Socialist ideological theatre. It should also be noted that SANITZER
chose SOUCEK and KESS= to uork with :d.:1 as at group to penetrate the aussian lines
and sand messages to the German rrontaufkleormga 1ruppon-4 Apparently this was not
carried out Inasmuch an sAnrema c/aimed that 1CJCIIE, SOUCEK and Ma were "liberated"
by him two days before the Russians entered Vienna. We would guess that the three
renained to greet the Red Army. Eased on MATILOh l s statement and on his own selection
of SOUCEK for a mission with him, se presume that SANITZER had some confidence in
SOUCEK. Therefore arkr leads regarding her poet-mar activity should be interesting
in view of the fact that 3ANITZER is again operational in the intelligence world.

15. The information contained in the attached 'appendices should not be pawed
to OREENGROCERA until you are certain that he has given you an adequate accounting
of his own and the British interest in the case, If GREENCLOCER/1 has the SANITZER
files the attached will probably add little except to confirm the success of &M1-
ZEE's methods; threegh surveillance based on the files of the "schutsbund kinder",
Austrian Communists and their families, etc., he was able to identify an agent when
the latter appeared in Austria. If he does not have the files the attached ehemld
be of considerable value for GMENGROCER/1. when y rns have notified us of the out-
come of your preliniestry conversations rith Gil, ve mill consider passing to him in
sanitised form the inforwation contained in the captured documents.

16. In the meantime and entirely independent of !..1:;:•..:aocsii/l, we suggest you
check all names from LSL.33 and the attached Appendices in your own and D/U-21s
records, In view of SANITZER I s alleged re-appearance in Zast Germany under Soviet
auspices, the possibility that he might make contact with members INC his former
staff becomes most important, If any of his former ,;:reep are in the employment
of American units in Auatria, interestinCoperational possibilities occurs complete
interrogation to aacertian mbether the inavidual was in contact with SANITZER during
the letter's imprisonment or after the Soviet abduction; if not, whether the individ-
ual could be used now to penetrate SANITZER's present activities. However, first
and most inportant is to determine whether any members of the former Section IV2b
of Stapo Stolle Vicuna are employed or used by any or the l'antern Occupation Areas.
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